Dear McKinney Students & Families,

The McKinney team teachers are excited to share the following streamlined supply list. After a great deal of reflection, we have developed the following list that addresses our goals of minimizing cost and more effectively supporting student organization and learning. Due to being online to start the year, we have eliminated some of the supplies we have requested in the past, as students will be utilizing their chromebooks more in the online environment. We believe the supplies requested below support learning in our online schedule and student success in interdisciplinary PBL activities. If you are having trouble finding the exact item, a comparable replacement is fine.

**McKinney Middle School Supply List**  
1st Quarter Virtual Learning**

**Required General Supplies**
- Pens (Blue or Black) and Pencils (at least one wooden pencil)
- 12 pack Colored pencils
- Highlighter
- Composition notebook
- Paper (for note-taking and working math problems)

**Math**
- **Math 7 and Math 8 students**: Texas Instruments TI-30X IIS calculator *(please get this exact models., approx $15)*
- **Algebra 1 students**: Texas Instruments TI-84 series calculator or with graphing capabilities *(can be used for the remainder of YSHS math career, approx $115)*

**Choir, Band, and Orchestra**
Plug in headphones with microphone for Chrome book. These headphones must plug in and cannot be Bluetooth for syncing with music tracks. We will be using the headphone microphone instead of the Google Chromebook mic for more precise recording.

**Optional Supplies**
- Small White board and Dry Erase Marker(s)
  - *Students can also make their own white board with a sheet protector and piece of cardstock*
- Yoga mat or similar equivalent *(not brand or type specific)*

**Please note that when students return to school in person, we will send out an updated supply list for in person instruction.**